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In this paper, we have proved that the HDFS I/O operations performance is 
getting increased by integrating the set associativity in the cache design and 
changing the pipeline topology using fully connected digraph network 
topology. In read operation, since there is huge number of locations (words) at 
cache compared to direct mapping the chances of miss ratio is very low, hence 
reducing the swapping of the data between main memory and cache memory. 
This is increasing the memory I/O operations performance. In Write operation 
instead of using the sequential pipeline we need to construct the fully 
connected graph using the data blocks listed from the NameNode metadata. In 
sequential pipeline, the data is getting copied to source node in the pipeline. 
Source node will copy the data to next data block in the pipeline. The same 
copy process will continue until the last data block in the pipeline. The 
acknowledgment process has to follow the same process from last block to 
source block. The time required to transfer the data to all the data blocks in the 
pipeline and the acknowledgment process is almost 2n times to data copy time 
from one data block to another data block (if the replication factor is n). 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Hadoop Distributed File system is having some similarities like normal storage system. It sits on the server storage. 
Apache Hadoop consists of Hadoop core, Hadoop Distributed File System, Hadoop YARN and MapReduce. Hadoop 
Distributed File System (HDFS) has several unique features which will be allowed for processing of large distributed 
data sets. Fault tolerance is one feature where the system failure will not affect the entire system processing or 
transactions since it is maintaining the multiple copies of the same data using the replication strategy. Hadoop core is 
having java libraries to start the Hadoop system on the operating system. The file system is having NameNode to store 
metadata of the file system, DataNodes to store the data. Once the Client sends the read or write request it will be 
received by Namenode and the list of available blocks info will be returned. DataNodes will send heartbeats to 
NameNode periodically. Based on this report NameNode will decide the available data nodes or dead data nodes from 
the file system. Job scheduling and resource management will be taken care by Hadoop YARN. YARN is the 
processing layer of Hadoop. This is the framework for processing distributed applications running on different 
machines. It contains a resource manager and job scheduler Resource manager instructs the YARN by distributing the 
resources inside cluster for each application running inside cluster.  NodeManager is running on each data node. 
ResourceManager and NodeManager work together in the cluster. Each application that is running on cluster is 
associated with ApplicationMaster. The main responsibility of ApplicationMaster is to negotiate with 
ResourceManager for resources and collaborate with corresponding NodeManagers to execute the tasks. We can have 
one ResourceManager per cluster and it will initiate the startup of all YARN applications, distributes resources to all 
applications cluster-wide to all the DataNodes. The scheduler and the ApplicationsManager are the two main 
components of the ResourceManager. Allocating resources to applications is handled by scheduler in 
ResourceManager and the scheduler will allocate the resources based on the availability of resources in the cluster.  
Resource containers are managed by schedulers to allocate the resources. The ApplicationsManager accepts the 
requests submitted by client and starts the container for execution of the new ApplicationMaster. ResourceManager 
will create the container for application in which the Application Master runs the application. ResourceManager tracks 
the heartbeats from the NodeManagers received by each datanode. It will run the scheduler to schedule the resources 
inside the cluster. ApplicationMasters will send the requests to ResourceManager for resources. It will always monitors 
the status of the ApplicationMaster and restart the ApplicationMaster upon its failure. Resource Manager will create 
the container for application where the ApplicationMaster will run. It manages the requests regarding resources from 
the ApplicationMaster. Once the application completes it deallocates the containers which was initialized for the same 
application (Ghazi & Gangodkar, 2015; Hua et al., 2014).  
In this paper, we will show that how we can improve the performance of the HDFS read operation using the 
memory organization process like set associative cache technology and write operation using creation of the datanode 
pipeline using fully connected diagraph technology. 
 
Literature Review 
 
HDFS I/O Operations  
a)  Read Operation: 
HDFS stores data into datanodes and the data is managed by datablocks. A file can be stored at multiple blocks 
which might not be from the same datanode. That means the file will be scattered across multiple locations of the 
multiple datanodes. DatNode is running NodeManager daemon for performing YARN functions. The NodeManager 
starts interacting with global resource manager using heart beats and container status notification. Block size can be 
controlled by hdfs-site.xml file.  It can be 64MB or 128MB or 256 MB. While receiving data from the file system that 
will be copied to cache location to process the subsequent requests on the same data, i,e. reduction on memory access 
time. The interaction between main memory segment and cache memory segment is called as DirectMapping where 
the main memory locations can only be copied into one location in the cache. We have configured a cluster of four 
virtual machines with the configuration 2GB, 200GB, each system is connected to remaining systems in the network 
using password less authentication. Each virtual machine was configured with Ubuntu Linux 16.04, Jdk 1.7, Hadoop 
2.7 and updated the block size with 128 MB. We have configured three servers of these as datanodes and the one as 
NameNode. Every DataNode is having cache memory. To test the existing environment we have used input files with 
different sizes say 10, 20, 30 and 40 in Kbs and stop words file. We have one driver class, mapper class and reducer 
class. Driver class for adding the files to cache, Mapper for reading the files from cache and reducer class for having 
the non stop (valuable words) words (Saraladevi et al., 2015; Bende & Shedge, 2016). We have ran the driver class 
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using two files Input file , stop words file  and please find the values at Table 1. These are the results for direct memory 
mapped memory organization using different size of files 10,20,30 and 40. Please refer Figure 1 for Read Architecture. 
 
 
Figure 1. HDFS read architecture 
 
Table 1   
File size vs memory access 
 
 
 
Please refer Figure 1 for memory access time with respect to number of files. We can optimize the performance of the 
I/O operation using the set associative cache technology. In this values 10 file size is showing very high value because 
that is the first time operation started, so it will take some extra time. Apart from this result if you observe the access 
time is going high as the size of the file is getting increased. The memory access time will be reduced using the set 
associative cache technology. Please observe the same at Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Memory access 
 
b)  Write Operation  
We have used the existing Hadoop libraries to write the data to distributed File System having different replication 
factors configured at hdfs-site.xml file. Once the NameNode receives the write request from the HDFS client, it will 
send the list of available blocks report to Dataoutput stream. The out stream will create pipeline and it will copy the 
data to source datablock. It will get copied to next datablock from the source datablock of the pipeline. The data will 
be propagated in the same fashion till the last datablock in the pipeline (Uzunkaya et al., 2015; Jach et al., 2015). The 
length of the pipeline is equivalent to replication factor which we have configured in the hdfs-site.xml file. Once the 
data reaches to end as per the replication factor, it sends the acknowledgement back to previous block from where it 
receives the data. The acknowledgement will be travelled back till the source node of the pipeline. Please find the 
HDFS write Operation architecture at Figure 2 and acknowledgement at Figure 3. Please find the write access time at 
Table 2 and you can observe the trend at figure 2.  
 
Table 2 
File Size Vs Memory Access 
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Figure 3. HDFS write operation 
 
 
 
Figure 4. HDFS Write Operation acknowledgement 
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Figure 5. Memory access 
 
 
2.  Materials and Methods 
 
Problem Statement 
 
a)  Read Operation 
Frequently accessed data will be placed at cache location. Once the entire locations of cache fully occupied 
with data then there will not be further interaction with the cache to store the new data until there will be 
minimum one deletion from the cache location. We can say this as swapping the data at cache location with 
main memory. If the number of swappings increases then it will impact the performance of the read operation 
negatively. This is one of the problem in the existing environment.  
b)  Write Operation 
When the client wants to write some data to Hadoop Distributed File System, While write operation is in 
progress the datablock  pipeline will be created and the data will be copied to source datablock of the pipeline. 
From there it will be copied to next datanode in the pipeline and so on until the end of the pipeline. The 
acknowledgement will be transferred back sequentially till the starting node of the pipeline. Since it is sequential 
path , the traversal time will be high. If the node breakdowns then the entire pipeline will be reconstructed which 
will impact the I/O operation performance negatively. 
 
 
3.  Results and Discussions 
 
a)  Read Operation 
 
Main Memory frames will be directly mapped to cache location in Direct Memory mapped technology. In this 
case the swappings are mandatory and in high frequency. So why can't we use extra locations (double or 4 times 
like power of 2 values) compared to main memory locations at cache. This is what is called Set Associative Cache 
Memory. Each line in 2 -way set associative is having two words in each line where as 4 - way Set associative is 
having 4 words in each line. In Direct Memory mapped technology it is having only one word at each line. N- way 
Set Associative is having n words at each line. The hit ratio will be high in N-way set associative compared to 
Direct Memory Mapped technology, since we can store lot of words at a time in cache (Anuradha, 2015; Cho et 
al., 2014). 
 
b)  Write Operation 
  
In write operation, we need to use the fully connected digraph datanode technology. That means whatever the 
list of datablocks we will get from the Namespace (NameNode), will be connected using fully connected directed 
graph technology. As per the existing environment, the datablocks will be connected sequentially. Once we get the 
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first datablock the data stream will be initiated. The data will be copied to first datablock. Then the data will be 
copied to second datablock from the first datablock. The same process will be continued till the last datablock in 
the list. But the data stream will not be connected till the last block, instead of that each data block will copy the 
data to follower datablock. The acknowledgement will be propagated back from last block till the starting data 
block. The data copy operation and the acknowledgement process is running through the sequential process. And 
if there is any issue in the sequential process, then the whole pipeline will go down. Then the new pipeline will get 
created using the new datanode (new datanode from the pool) and the old data will be copied. In fully connected 
directed graph each node is connected to remaining all nodes. So at a time data will be copied to all datablocks and 
this concept is applicable to acknowledgement as well. In the sequential process the effort will be proportional to 
replication factor. Where as in the fully connected digraph technology the effort is independent of number of 
datablocks in the pipeline, i.e, it is independent of replication factor (Wang et al., 2013; Saranya et al., 2015). 
 
Implementation 
 
We have defined the interface which is having map for key, value pairs. One more concrete class needs to 
implement the interface and having the parameters to define the size of the set associative cache memory. Used 
this concrete class to read the files i.e, it can store number of files based on the size which we have provided to the 
class constructor. Using driver, mapper and reducer classes we can read the values from the cache. Here we have 
provided three inputs, one is input text file, second one is output path, storing the output of the program and third 
one is file containing the stop words which we will distribute to all the datanodes.  Please find the algorithm as 
follows 
 
1: Read the value from the File system. 
2: Keep the value in cache. 
3: Read the value from cache system 
4: If it is not finding out the value in cache, read the value from file system and copy the same to cache.  
5: Please use the Least Recently Used Algorithm to keep the data inset associative cache. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. HDFS with Set Associative Cache Memory 
 
Refer Figure 6 for proposed architecture. Hadoop framework provides the cache libraries on all datanodes. We need 
to integrate the Set associative cache memory implementation inside each datanode. We can access the files using 
Hadoop APIs (Zhao et al., 2014). We can use these files either in mapper or in reducer job. Cache memory is having 
two sets of data along with tag info. If the address is 00000  this is the tag followed by index  as shown in the figure 9 
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this will match for tag using  00 address followed by the index 000 , now the data is 5670. In this set associative cache 
memory we can store two sets of data for the same tag value like 01 000 and 00 000. Cache system checks whether 
requested file is available in cache local memory or not. If yes then request is fulfilled by cache. If not it will be 
processes from filesystem and same will be copied to local cache memory for future reference (Liu & Dong, 2012; 
Uskenbayeva et al., 2015).  
Table 3 and figure 7 are showing the memory access time for file size 10 and using the associativity in the cache 
design. Table 4 and figure 8 for file size 20, Table 5 and figure 9 for file size 30, Table 6 and figure 10 for file size 40. 
While the cache size is getting increased we can observe that the memory access time is going down in almost all the 
scenarios. 
 
Table 3 
Memory access file size 10 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Memory Access Time File Size 10 
 
Table 4 
Memory Access Time FileSize 20 
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Figure 8. Memory Access Time FileSize 20 
 
Table 5 
Memory Access  File Size 30 
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Figure 9.  Memory Access Time FileSize 30 
 
Table 6 
 Memory Access  File Size 40 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Memory Access Time FileSize 40 
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Write Operation 
 
We have configured 10 virtual machines with the configuration of 4GB RAM, 400GB HDD and Ubuntu 16.04, 
JDK 1.8, Maven 3.0.3, Hadoop 2.7.3 on each virtual machine. Using the SSH keys, we have connected one machine 
to all other machines using password less authentication [15].  As soon as end user sends the write operation request 
to NameNode, it will return the list of available blocks. We have implemented the class which will retrieve the list of 
blocks from the NameNode and creates the fully connected graph Using the Dijkstras algorithm we have calculated 
shortest path from source node to all other nodes in the network (fully connected graph) and initiated the 
initWriteOperation method from the hadoop libraries on each pair of datablocks. In all the pairs source node is 
common, where as second one is distinct. Because of the new topology we have added the complexity of O (E Log V)  
to the existing complexity in place of creation of  pipeline in the existing architecture. E is the number of edges and 
the V is number of vertices, which is equal to replication factor.  
Please find the algorithm: 
1: Write request from the HDFS Client 
2: Request received by NameNode NameSpace. 
3: NameNode returns the IP Addresses of the datanodes i.e, block list info. 
4: Create the DirectedGraph using the list of available blocks from the step 3. 
  for (i=0; i<=n; i++) {  
     for (j=i; j<=n; j++) { 
          if (i==j) 
          CONTINUE; 
          directedGraph.addEdge(i,j); 
          }  } 
 5: Declare one of the block as source node and findout the shortest path from source node to all other nodes using 
Dijkstras algorithm. 
6: call the initWriteOperation method from the Hadoop libraries. 
Please find the fully connected graph full view at the Fig 5. HDFS client will send write request to Namenode, and the 
Namenode will respond back with IP addresses of DN1, DN4, DN6 and DN8. As per the existing architecture the 
pipeline sequence is DN1, DN4, DN6 and DN8. The data will be written to DN1 from the client and DN1 will act as 
a source of the pipeline. This will write down the block of data to DN4. The block of data from DN4 to DN6 and from 
DN6 to DN8. 
 
 
Figure 11. Fully Connected Digraph DataNode Networking technology 
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If there is any issue in the datanodes available on the pipeline then there is interruption in the data copy as per the 
replication factor. Then the Namenode has to adjust the list of IP addresses followed by reconstruction of the pipeline 
to resume the write operation. This is because of having sequential pipeline. And one more issue is time to copy the 
datablock to all locations as per the replication factor (O’Driscoll et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014).  
As per the proposed architecture Fig 5, the data block will be copied to source node of the pipeline.  Here the source 
datanode will be connected to all other IP addresses parallely. That means DN1 is connected to DN4, DN6 and DN8 
parallely. As soon as the datablock is available at DN1, the same will be copied to all other datanodes parallely from 
DN1. Here the datanodes are connected in fully connected network topology. 
As per the proposed solution we have modified the Hadoop library so that it will act on the list of blocks information 
coming from the namenode. Using the list of blocks info we need to create the directed graph by adding the each block 
as one vertex of the graph. Degree of the graph is the replication factor. As per the Fig 5, source datanode is DN1, so 
here the vertex is DN1. Using the Dijkstra's algorithm we can findout the shortest path between the pair of vertices 
like DN1 -> DN4, DN1->DN6, DN1->DN8. The data copy operation will follow the same path which we get from the 
Dijkstra's algorithm. Instead of creating the sequential pipeline we need to create couple of arrays so that we can 
traverse from the first element of the array to second element of the array. Second element is nothing but the last 
element of the array. If n is the replication factor then there will be n-1 arrays we need to create to copy the data from 
source node to remaining datanodes as per the replication factor. If there is any network failure and datanode failure 
using the Dijkstras algorithm we need to re create the shortest from DN1 to DN4, since we have connected using the 
fully connected digraph datanode network topology. 
 
Table 7 
Sequential Vs FullyConnected: Repl 4 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Sequential vs Fully Connected: Repl 4 
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Table 8 
Sequential Vs FullyConnected: Repl 5 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Sequential vs Fully Connected: Repl 5 
 
Table 9 
Sequential Vs FullyConnected: Repl 6 
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Figure 14. Sequential vs Fully Connected: Repl 6 
 
Table 10 
Sequential Vs FullyConnected: Repl 7 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Sequential vs Fully Connected: Repl 7 
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Table 7, figure 7 are showing the results for sequential pipeline write access vs fully connected datanode write 
access for the replication factor 4. We can observe that there is huge performance improvement with the proposed 
architecture. Table 8 and figure 8, Table 9 and figure 9, Table 10 and figure 10 are showing the same results for 
replications factors 5,6 and 7 respectively. 
 
 
4.  Conclusion 
 
In this paper we have proved that the HDFS I/O operations performance is getting increased by integrating the set 
associativity in the cache design and changing the pipeline topology using fully connected digraph network topology. 
In read operation, since there are huge number of locations (words) at cache compared to direct mapping the chances 
of miss ratio is very low, hence reducing the swapping of the data between main memory and cache memory. This is 
increasing the memory I/O operations performance. In Write operation instead of using the sequential pipeline we need 
to construct the fully connected graph using the data blocks listed from the NameNode metadata. In sequential pipeline, 
the data is getting copied to source node in the pipeline. Source node will copy the data to next datablock in the pipeline. 
The same copy process will continue until the last datablock in the pipeline. The acknowledgement process has to 
follow the same process from last block to source block. The time required to transfer the data to all the datablocks in 
the pipeline and the acknowledgement process is almost 2n times to data copy time from one datablock to another 
datablock( if the replication factor is n). In this architecture the total amount of time for data transfer and 
acknowledgement process is always dependent to replication factor. If there is any network failure in the pipeline then 
write process has to get in touch with NameNode to get the new datablock to reconstruct the pipeline.  In this paper 
we have proved that the data is getting copied to all the datablocks in very less time compared to sequential pipeline 
write process. In this architecture the total amount of time for transferring data and acknowledgement is always 
independent to replication factor. So we can increase the performance. In case of any network failure we can reach the 
datanode from the other paths since each datanode is connected with remaining n-1 datanodes if n is the replication 
factor. This is how we can increase the performance of the write operation using the fully connected digraph network 
topology. 
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